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Key Ingredients

COMMITMENT to eliminating cumulative trauma
disorders and visual discomfort in your office
environment

UNDERSTAND the causes of CTDs and visual
discomfort and ways to prevent them

RESPECT the potential hazards caused by poor
posture and an unhealthy office environment

COMMUNICATE ways to eliminate stress factors
and report symptoms early
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Summary

At the end of this session, trainees are

expected to learn:

What CTDs are and their causes

How to prevent CTDs using proper posture,

body mechanics and exercises

How to prevent visual discomfort

To respect the potential hazards

How to use an office ergonomics checklist
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Cumulative Trauma Disorders

Injuries to the musculoskeletal and

nervous systems caused by excessively

repetitive motions, high force and

awkward body postures

Also referred to as Repetitive Motion

Disorders (RMDs) or Repetitive Strain

Injuries (RSIs)
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Cumulative Trauma Disorders

Can affect nearly all your tissues,

tendons, ligaments and muscles

Mainly occur in the neck, back, arms and

wrists
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Causes of CTDs

Repeated exposure to ergonomic stress

factors over a period of time

Repetitive movements

Sustained or awkward body postures
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Causes of CTDs

Compression on hard

     and sharp edges

Forceful exertions
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Types of CTDs

Tendon Disorders
Tendinitis

Tenosynovitis

Trigger Finger

Causes
Excessive repetition

Tasks that require the
shoulder to be elevated

Overexertion

Overuse

Symptoms

Dull, aching sensation

at the joint

Discomfort with certain

movements

Tenderness to the

touch
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Types of CTDs

Nerve Disorders

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

Causes

Repetitive wrist motions

Poor wrist posture

Symptoms

Pain

Numbness

Tingling of the hands
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Anatomy of the Wrist
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Types of CTDs

Neurovascular

Disorders

Neck and shoulder
disorders

Causes

Frequent reaching

above shoulder level

Lifting objects with the

shoulders drawn down

and back

Symptoms

Numbness in the

fingers and hands

The arms may also

feel as if they are going

to sleep
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Posture

Keep the spine in its natural

“S” shaped position.

The neck should be straight

or slightly forward, while

keeping both the neck and

shoulders relaxed.
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Posture

Keep the elbows in

close to the body

without the forearms

rotated inward or

outward.

The arms should be

below shoulder level.
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Posture

The forearms should be roughly parallel

to the floor

The hands and wrist should extend

naturally from the forearms

Keep your weight distributed evenly
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Wrist Posture
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Posture

Keep both feet flat on
the floor or foot rest

The angle between
the trunk and thigh
should be greater
than 90 degrees,
while the angle
between the calf

and thigh should
be greater than 60
degrees
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Office Environment

Chair

Computer

Organization of your work

area

Equipment use

Noise and air quality
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Chair

Make adjustments to your
chair so that you can
maintain the proper working
posture

Make sure that the back rest

supports the natural S-curve
position

Use footrests
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Computer

Proper

posture

while using

a computer
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Computer

Make sure you are at
least 20-40 inches
from the display
screen

The bottom of your

viewing screen
should be no lower
than a 60 degree
radius from the top
horizontal level
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Computer

Position your VDT (Monitor)

so that the top of your display

screen is a little below your

horizontal line of sight while

you are seated

Position your computer

monitor directly in front of

you

Monitors should not be
farther than 35 degrees to

the left or right
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Computer

Too far

Too near

Keyboards should not be placed

too high or too low
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Your Workstation

Things you use

regularly should be

within easy reach

Provide adequate

space to store things

you use regularly Keep the space

beneath the desk or

work surface clear
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Workstation Arrangement

Position your document holder at the
same distance and height as the
monitor from your eyes, as directly in
front of you as possible

Document holders should angle up

slightly to your eyes

Use a task light to illuminate your
source documents, as needed
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Workstation Arrangement

If you write on paper, glancing

up at your computer screen for

information more often than

typing, then your writing

surface should be directly in

front of you with the computer

screen directly behind it.
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Equipment Use

For tasks that require much

force, look for any type of

mechanical help

If you use the telephone

while keying or writing, use

a telephone headset or

shoulder rest to avoid

scrunching your neck and

shoulder
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Noise and Air Quality

Minimize distracting noise

Pay attention to the amount of perfume,

after shave and cologne you use

Follow all smoking regulations

Be sensitive to the spread of viruses and

germs
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Tips for Avoiding Eye Strain

Things you look at often should

be at or just below your

horizontal line of vision

When you take breaks, focus on

distant objects for a while

Eliminate glare
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Tips for Avoiding Eye Strain

Adjust the brightness and contrast

controls of your VDT

Avoid stark contrast between adjacent

surfaces

Have your vision checked regularly
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Healthy Work Habits

Vary your tasks, paying special attention

to motions and posture

Take mini-breaks every half hour

Every 2 hours, get up and take a longer

break from the VDT

Try to pace your activities
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Exercises

Neck

Shoulders

Fingers and Hands

Body Stretch
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Neck and Shoulders

Slowly turn your head to the left and

then to the right, pausing momentarily in

the center. Do this about 3 times.

•  Slowly roll your shoulders forward in a

complete circle.  Do this about 5 times, and

then roll them backward 5 times.
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Fingers and Hands

Try spreading the fingers as far
apart as you can and hold for 5
seconds. Do this 3-5 times.

Slowly stretch and extend your
fingers and then close them into

your palm 3-5 times.

To help develop the muscles in
your hands and fingers, squeeze
a rubber ball or gripper for 20 to
30 repetitions.
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Body Stretches

A B
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Body Stretches

C D
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Body Stretches

E F
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Body Stretches

G H
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Summary

Understand and respect the causes of CTDs

Use preventive measures

Be aware of your posture at all times

Look for ways to eliminate ergonomic stress

factors and communicate solutions to your

supervisor

Report symptoms of CTDs early
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Using an Office Ergonomics Checklist

Developed by the OSHA (Occupational

Safety and Health Administration) of the

US Department of Labor

Used to analyze existing workstations

and evaluate the procurement of office

equipment


